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ABSTRACT: A mechanism is developed to construct a logic
system by employing DNA/gold nanoparticle (AuNP)
conjugates as a basic work unit, utilizing a fluorescent beacon
probe to detect output signals. To implement the logic circuit,
a self-assembly DNA structure is attached onto nanoparticles
to form the fluorescent beacon. Moreover, assisted by
regulation of multilevel strand displacement, cascaded logic
gates are achieved. The computing results are detected by
methods using fluorescent signals, gel electrophoresis and
transmission electron microscope (TEM). This work is expected to demonstrate the feasibility of the cascaded logic system based
on fluorescent nanoparticle beacons, suggesting applications in DNA computation and biotechnology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In traditional silicon-based computers, logic gates perform all
types of operations by receiving inputs representing true (high
voltage) or false (low voltage), and then producing the
corresponding electronic outputs.1,2 With the advancement of
DNA computation and nanotechnology, nucleic acid, as a basic
component, has attracted considerable attention in molecular
logic systems because its unique features, involving the
Watson−Crick base pairing, strand displacement, and its ability
to conjugate certain target molecules such as nanoparticles
(NPs),3−5 quantum dots,6 and proteins.7 Molecular logic gates
can be built using deoxyribozymes,8,9 restriction enzymes,10 and
other small molecules.11−13 Recently, the method of strand
displacement has inspired the development of DNA circuits
such as a scalable DNA circuit architecture,14 and enzyme-free
hairpin assembly circuits.15 In particular, this idea has been
demonstrated to be a capable computing system.16

On the other hand, previous researches have revealed that
AuNPs have been widely applied in biological sciences because
of their unique optoelectronic properties and excellent
biocompatibility.17−22 Interestingly, upon theoretical predic-
tions and experimental studies, AuNPs have been demonstrated
as a kind of “super-quenchers”, effectively quenching a wide
range of dyes.23−27 On the basis of this quenching effect, Dustin
et al. constructed a self-assembled nanoparticle probe, in which
fluorescent signals were regulated by adding input DNA
strands.28 In 2009, a type of gold-nanoparticle-based multicolor
fluorescent nanobeacon was designed to simultaneously detect

adenosine, potassium ions, and cocaine with high selectivity.29

In addition, employing molecular beacons (MBs), Shipng Song
et al. developed a nanoMB that utilized special structures of
hairpin DNA.30 In these works, it should be noted that, (1) all
resulting signals are induced by directly adding input molecules;
(2) the DNA structures attaching onto AuNPs are rather
simple, and each of them is just modified with one thiol-group.
In this study, we have designed a fluorescent nanoparticle

beacon to implement logic gate operations regulated by two-
level strand displacement. Different from previous work, this
study has two characteristics: (1) the cascading two-level
circuits. In the logic gate system, single-stranded DNA is used
as the input signal to induce a series of controllable strand
displacements, through which the displacing strands will be
released. Subsequently, the fluorescent beacons will be
triggered by the released DNA strands. (2) Self-assembly
DNA structures attaching onto AuNPs. The fluorescent
nanoparticle beacon is constructed based on a self-assembly
DNA structure consisting of three single-stranded DNA
molecules, two of which are thoilated. In the experiment, the
logic operation result is detected by three methods:
fluorescence detection, PAGE analysis, and TEM image.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Logic Gate Preparation. Logic gates were formed by
mixing several kinds of DNA strands in a course of slow
annealing. Various equimolar DNA strands were added to a
final concentration of 3 μM, in 1 × TAE/Mg2+ buffer (0.04 M
Tris acetate, 1 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM Mg acetate, pH 8.3) or 0.5
× TBE buffer (89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA,
pH 8.0). The mixture is hybridized at the reaction condition of
37 °C for 2 h. In a two-layer “AND” logic gate, after first
constructing each gate separately, the two-layer “AND” logic
gate was then formed by mixing the solutions of all gates.
DNA/AuNP Preparation. The thiolated DNA strands were

incubated with a specific ratio of AuNPs in 0.5 × TBE buffer
and a final concentration of 50 mM NaCl for 4 to 6 h at room
temperature.31 After that, 3% agarose gel was used to separate
DNA/AuNP conjugates with different discrete DNA bands for
1.5 h. The target bands of conjugates I, II, and III were run into
a glass fiber filter membrane assisted by a dialysis membrane
(MWCO 14000). Conjugate I consisted of one AuNP (15 nm)
and a few copies of the nanostructure ABQ, while in conjugate
II, a large number of copies of Ain (or Bin) were conjugated
with one AuNP (5 nm). Similarly, in conjugate III, a large
number of copies of the nanostructure ABQ were conjugated
with one AuNP (15 nm). The DNA/AuNP conjugates were
then collected in test tubes. Each sample of DNA/AuNP
conjugate was quantified by optical absorbance at 520 nm, and
preserved at 4 °C.
Displacement of Input DNA Strands. Logic gates were

displaced in 1 × TAE/Mg2+ buffer, with a final concentration of
3 μM. Input DNA strands (at the same concentrations with
gate strands) were added to a solution containing DNA gates
and reacted for more than 5 h at room temperature. Next, the
displaced products were stored at 4 °C for PAGE or
fluorescence detection.

Displacement of DNA/AuNP Conjugates. Conjugates I
and III were prepared by incubating 15 nm AuNPs and
annealing products (the nanostructure ABQ) together over-
night. Conjugate II was prepared by incubating 5 nm AuNPs
and the thiolated ssDNA (Ain-SH or Bin-SH) together
overnight. To implement displacement between conjugate I
and conjugate II, DNA/AuNP conjugates Ain-SH or Bin-SH or
both (0.3 μM) were added to the gate sample (0.27 μM) in a
final volume of 20 μL for 10 h at room temperature.

Fluorescence Experiments. Each logic gate sample was
diluted from 20 μL to a final volume of 100 μL for detection,
with a 120 pmol gate strand and 240 pmol input strand. After
adding input strands to react for 2 h or other specific intervals,
the samples were excited at 550 nm, and the resulting
fluorescent output signal was recorded with emission readings
at 564 nm on a spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-2700). DNA
displacements were carried out at room temperature, in 0.5×
TBE buffer with a final NaCl concentration of 50 mM.

TEM Analysis. Purified DNA/AuNP conjugates were
freshly isolated. A 3−6 μL droplet of the sample was deposited
on carbon-coated grids (400 mesh, Ted Pella). The excess
solution was then removed using a piece of filter paper. The
grid was washed one to three times with Milli-Q water. TEM
images were obtained using a Hitachi H-7650 transmission
electron microscope.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our strategy, two logic systems were developed. (1) Gate I, a
basic “AND” logic gate consisting of fluorescent nanoparticle
beacons; (2) gates II and III, logic gates based on linear DNA
strand displacement. The output strands from upstream gates
served as input signals to trigger the downstream logic gate.
Gate I was constructed with strands A, B, Q and a 15 nm

AuNP (Figure 1a). Each strand (see the Supporting

Figure 1. Basic molecular “AND” logic gate I. (a) Schematic illustration of the operational design of gate I. The DNA strands of the same color are
complementary to each other. (b) Fluorescence intensity measured at 564 nm. The truth table refers to the fluorescence signal. (c) PAGE gel
analysis of the basic logic gate. Lanes 1−3 and 7−9 correspond to different assembly polymers: AQ, BQ, ABQ, AAin, BBin, and strand Q; lanes 4−6
correspond to the computation results of logic gate I. Error bars represent one standard deviation from triplicate analyses.
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Information, Table S1) was designed to test this gate. First,
strands A, B, and Q (modified with the fluorophore Cy3 in the
middle) were hybridized to yield a DNA self-assembly structure
based on Watson−Crick base paring. Next, the nanostructures
were connected with 15 nm AuNPs via thiol groups to form
fluorescent nanoparticle beacons, which served as a basic
“AND” gate. In this logic system, the fluorophores were
quenched in proximity to AuNPs. However, when strand Q was
displaced and separated from strands A and B, the fluorescence
intensity would be restored rapidly due to the separation of
fluorophore and AuNP (Figure 1a). A true output of 1 is
obtained only when both of the inputs are held at 1. In absence
of adding input signals, no fluorescence signal was produced.
In the computing course of gate I, we used strands Ain and

Bin as the two input strands. The computation was
implemented by adding specific input strands to the gate
solutions in three ways. First, addition of input strand Ain
displaced only a partial region of strand Q by specifically
recognizing the toehold of strand A. No significant fluorescent
signal was produced because no separation happened between
fluorophores and AuNPs (Figure 1b, L1). Moreover, if input
strand Bin was added, strand Q2 was gradually displaced.
However, strand Q still attached onto AuNPs by hybridization
with strand A, and no significant fluorescence was restored
(Figure 1b, L2). Therefore, adding either Ain or Bin input
strands did not result in a great increase of fluorescence
intensity. Second, DNA strands Ain and Bin were added to gate I
at the same time. After that, strands Ain and Bin completely
released strand Q, and a significant fluorescent signal was
observed because of the spatial separation of the fluorophore
from the AuNP (Figure 1b, L3). In the experiment, it should be
noted that there were still some fluorescent leakages produced
in the reaction, because of cross-talk between signal strands.
Additionally, native PAGE results were used to detect the

results of the basic logical computation. By strand displacement,
it would produce output strands when adding either input

strands Ain, or Bin or both of them. As expected, strand Q was
completely released in lane 6 (Figure 1c) only from input state
(1, 1), but not from (1, 0) or (0, 1) input states. As shown in
lanes 4 and 5, strand Q was only partially released, because
either of the two inputs was held at 1. The experimental results
demonstrated the proper execution of gate I at the molecular
level.
To verify the feasibility of the regulating fluorescent

nanoparticle beacon gate by strand displacement, we
established a two-layer logic gate II, in which two “YES”
gates and one gate I were cascaded with two-inputs (Figure 2a).
Here, two upstream “YES” gates first produced output signal
strands, which would induce the downstream “AND” gate.
Initially, when two first-layer input strands Din and Cin bound to
the toeholds of two “YES” gates, output strands Ain and Bin
were generated, respectively, serving as the second inputs for
the downstream “AND” gate. In addition, two waste products
DDin and CCin were also produced during the strand branch
migration. For the downstream “AND” gate, the true result
could be obtained only if both strands Ain and Bin from the
upstream gate were present.
At first, the solution of gate II consisted of two substrates

AinD, BinC and the fluorescent beacon. The above computation
could be implemented in three ways (Figure 2a). (1) When
strand Din was added to the solution of gate II, it gradually
displaced strand Ain by recognizing the toehold of strand D.
Next, the released output strand Ain triggered the downstream
“AND” gate, and no significant fluorescent signal was produced
(Figure 2b, L1). (2) Adding strand Cin (recognizing the
toehold of strand C), strand Bin was released as an input to
trigger the downstream logic gate. In this process, there also
was no significant fluorescent signal (Figure 2b, L2). (3)
Finally, when both inputs Cin and Din were added, the output
strands Ain and Bin were produced, and triggered the
downstream gate simultaneously. Therefore, a significant
fluorescent signal was restored (Figure 2b, L3).

Figure 2. Two-layer molecular logic gate II consists of two “YES” gates and one “AND” gate. (a) Schematic illustration of the operational design of
gate II. (b) The fluorescence experiment results. (c) PAGE gel analysis. Lanes 1−6 correspond to different assembly polymers DDin, CCin, Q, ABQ,
BQ, and AQ, respectively; lanes 7 to 9 correspond to the computing results; lane 10 corresponds to the gate strands. Error bars represent one
standard deviation from triplicate analyses.
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Here, the fluorescent detection result of logic gate II was
further determined by PAGE analysis. Adding strand Din, the
displacement products were DDin, AAin, and BQ (Figure 2c,
lane 9), and strand Q was not released. When adding strand
Cin, strand Q had still not been released (Figure 2c, lane 8).
When finally both the inputs Cin and Din were added, strand Q
was completely released (Lane 7). It is easy to see that the
PAGE gel results are in accordance with fluorescence detection
results.
To demonstrate scalability and modularity, three logic

“AND” gates were cascaded into a circuit as another two-
layer logic gate III. The circuit accepted four inputs: (At1in,
At2in) and (Bt1in, Bt2in) in the first layer, and produced two
outputs: Ain and Bin, respectively, used as the two inputs for the
second layer (Figure 3a). From the experimental results, the
additions of either (At1in, At2in) or (Bt1in, Bt2in) were not able
to induce a significant fluorescent signal (Figure 3b, L2 and
L3), and this was also proved by PAGE gel analysis (see Figure
S8a in the Supporting Information). Moreover, when four
inputs At1in, Bt1in, At2in, and Bt2in were added at the same time,
the released output strands A in and Bin completely displaced
strand Q from the fluorescent nanoparticle beacon (see Figure
S8a in the Supporting Information, lane 3). Therefore, a
significant fluorescence signal was observed as expected (Figure
3b, L1). In a similar way, four further combinations of input
strands were applied to this circuit (Figure S8b). Interestingly,
in principle, only when adding all four inputs At1in, Bt1in, At2in,
and Bt2in, would strands Ain and Bin be released. However, in
the experiment, when adding any two of the four input strands,
undesirable fluorescent leakages were produced (Figure 3b).
Apparently, after displacement with input strands, the newly
exposed regions of strands Ain and Bin would make their
toeholds (At1 and Bt1) more active, and then increase the
possibility of triggering downstream gates. In particular, the
leakage produced when adding strands At1in and Bt1in was
much larger than that when adding other input combinations
(Figure 3b, L6). The possible reason may be that, newly
exposed regions caused by adding strands At1in and Bt1in were
rather closer to the toehold regions At and Bt, than those when
adding other input combinations. Additionally, more control
experiments were carried out by adding all combinations of
three out of four strands into logic gate III (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S9).
In this experiment, the assembly structures of AuNPs were

utilized to further probe the results of gate I. In the reactions,

one 15 nm conjugate I was hybridized with 5 nm conjugate II
either Ain or Bin, or both of them (Figure 4). By TEM

detection, the obtained AuNPs clusters were dimers and
trimers as expected, since the specific products were purified
from the electrophoresis gel. In addition, we observed a number
of other undesired AuNPs structures in the experiments. This
phenomenon may result from the following reasons: 1) drying
effect on TEM grids; (2) incomplete band separation; (3) a
structural shelter (small nanoparticles may be shaded from an
electron beam); (4) different picture angles of the TEM; (5)
manual operations in purifying the fractions from gels.

4. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a mechanism that utilizes
controllable strand displacement to implement two-layer logic
gates based on fluorescent nanoparticle beacons. The main
motivations of this study are not only focused on constructing
fluorescent nanoparticle beacons via complex DNA assembly
structures, but also on establishing a controllably cascading
molecular detecting system. By employing self-assembly DNA/
AuNP conjugates as a basic work unit, the basic logic gate I
operation is performed, wherein the computing results are
readily detected by three methods of fluorescent signals, PAGE
gel analysis and TEM image. Moreover, assisted by multilevel
strand displacement, two-layer cascading logic circuits II and
III are established, consisting of linear DNA strands gates
(upstream) and the basic “AND” logic gate (downstream).
Finally, the method of assembling AuNPs clusters is introduced

Figure 3. Two-layer molecular logic gate III consists of three “AND” gates. (a) Schematic illustration of the operational design of gate III. (b)
Fluorescence experiment results. Error bars represent one standard deviation from triplicate analyses.

Figure 4. (a, b) Molecular geometry of AuNPs dimers was visualized
by TEM with conjugate Ain and Bin, respectively; (c) TEM images
were visualized with addition of both conjugates Ain and Bin. Scale bar:
100 nm.
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to provide direct evidence of the formation of nanoparticle
beacon structures.
Although DNA sequences were carefully designed in this

work, there still were some deficiencies generated during the
experimental operations. In particular, leakages were observed
in the course of multilevel gate operations. The probable reason
may stem from complex regulating relationships between
cascading levels, in which the exposed toehold regions play a
critical role. Therefore, the DNA design should be improved in
future research. This work is expected to provide researchers
with an experimental basis for additional complex logic gate
designs at the molecular level. It may also contribute to the
advancement of molecular computation and DNA nano-
technology.
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